
DBI Level Description of disposal behaviours in a site for each level of DBI

1 Low Little use of bins, clear majority of people littering. Area is a litter 
“hot spot” requiring urgent attention and priority for clean up.

2 Base High proportion of people littering with base level of bin use. 
Prompt action is required to bring rates down and to increase 
binning.

3 High Binning is greater than littering. Action is needed to create
base opportunities for effective recycling and to reduce littering 

expected behaviours.
4 Mid Bins used twice as much as people litter but there is potential for 

range improved behaviour as littering can be reduced and bin use 
improved.

5 High Sites where people clearly were Doing the Right Thing but where
mid littering or inappropriate use of bins remains to be addressed.

6 High Binning greatly exceed littering and appropriate bin use occurs 
most of the time. Minimal action required to recover resources 
and prevent litter.

7 Peak Minimal littering with prominent and appropriate bin use and 
good potential to recover resources. Maintenance required for 
clean and largely litter free area. 
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Litter is often the most visible sign of people
taking the environment for granted. It is anything
that is left where it is not meant to be. 93% of
Australians view litter prevention and recycling
as an important environmental issue. Despite this
strong and consistent finding, the fact remains
that many people continue to litter.1

Pressure
Our fast-paced city lifestyles generate a lot of
waste material – take-away food and drink
containers, plastic bags, packaging, automatic
teller machine receipts and cigarette butts to list
just a few items. Too often construction sites
throw away rather than recycle old materials. Not
thinking of the consequences of our actions, lack
of awareness, laziness or lack of community pride
turns this constant stream of waste into litter. 
Litter reduces the attractiveness of beaches,
waterways, parks and community spaces. It
attracts vermin, causes personal injury from glass
or syringes, and blocks drains resulting in
localised flooding. Litter can cause injury to
wildlife, particularly aquatic animals, which may
be strangled or chocked by material, or affected
by toxins released into the water. Tossing burning
cigarette butts from motor vehicles can cause
bushfires.

Condition
In 2002–03, Victorian councils and shires spent
over $42 million on street sweeping, emptying
litter traps in the stormwater drainage system
and litter bin maintenance.2

Cigarette butts are the most littered item. In the
Melbourne CBD, Keep Australia Beautiful Victoria
(KABV) found cigarette butts made up 76% of all
litter surveyed.3 Australia wide, littering of
cigarette butts is a huge problem – the Beverage
Industry Environment Council (BIEC) Littering
Behaviour Studies (LBS) have consistently
identified cigarette butts as comprising between
50 and 58% of the national litter stream.4

Cigarette butts continue to be a major concern to
councils, particularly with increased smoking
outdoors resulting from workplace regulation and
smoke free legislation. Over one-third of Victorian
councils ran cigarette butt litter prevention
programmes this year. A best practice example is
described in the Case Study: Cigarette Butts On-
The-Spot In The City Of Melbourne.

Urban Litter 
Historically, data on littering activity has been
conducted on the basis of litter counts. For
Melbourne, litter count surveys were conducted
by KABV for EcoRecycle Victoria between
February 1996 and October 1999. Data from these
surveys was reported in Bulletins 2 and 4. Litter
counts are now widely acknowledged to have
limited use as they provide only limited
information about attitudes, behaviours, the type
of infrastructure present at a site and what is
going on in the environment.

LITTER 5

source: BIEC 2003 5

Table 1. Levels of Disposal Behaviour Index (DBI).

The Envirometer
Litter remains a problem. We all
need to take responsibility for it.

Some butts don’t belong on the beach.



No litter bin

No ashtray

Too lazy

Other

Habit

Don't know

Too busy

Only small
Compostible
Don't care
Not thinking 2%

1%

4%

5%

9%

20%

25%

29%

3%

1%
1%

LITTER
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Litter Behaviour Study

BIEC in association with Community Change (CC)
have developed a method for measuring littering
behaviour in Australia. Since 1997, teams of ‘litter
spies’ equipped with James-Bond-style two-way
radios, have been watching Australian littering
behaviour. Interviewers survey litterbugs (and
people using bins and recycling facilities) to
assess attitudes, the influence of site features,
demographic patterns, usage and consumption
patterns on actual disposal behaviours – both
positive and negative. As a result the world’s
largest database on littering behaviour in public
places and at special events has been compiled.
The Littering Behaviour Study (LBS) provides a
nationally consistent framework for scientifically
evaluating litter and reflecting national littering
trends. The study aims to increase the recycling
of drink and food packaging and other reusable
resources from public spaces, as well as
minimising litter.6

As part of the LBS, BIEC and CC developed the
Disposal Behaviour Index (DBI) as a measuring
tool. The DBI for a site categorises information
recorded through an ‘Observation Approach’. A
scale of 1–7 reflects the amount of littering,
binning, recycling and composting observed at a
site. Put simply, sites with peak DBI levels are
clean and litter is recycled and sites with low
level DBI scores are highly littered. Levels of DBI
are summarised in Table 1.
In 1997, 2000, 2001 and 2002 the national
measure of disposal behaviour recorded from
core sites was a mid-DBI level 4, suggesting that
littering behaviour in Australia had remained
relatively stable over a five-year period. 
Littering behaviour in Melbourne was either a
DBI level 3 or level 4 in this period, which is
comparable to the national average.  In 2002,
Sydney and Brisbane were the cleanest capital
cities.7 The study results indicated that
Melburnians need to think a little more to avoid
littering.
The reasons given for littering by people caught-
in-the-act are summarised in Figure 1. The most
common reason was ‘there was no litter bin
(25%) or ashtray (29%) nearby’ or that they were
‘too lazy (20%)’. 
The LBS research found that the distance a
person was from a bin was associated with
disposal behaviour. Bin use was also associated
with site type. In different sites people are more
likely to bin or to litter depending on the physical
distance to a bin that is characteristic for that site
(Graph 1). For example, people in malls,
transport terminals and shops were more likely
to use bins when they were on average 3.5m
away from where they were consuming or using
an item. In contrast, people who used bins at
beaches were on average 14m from a bin. People
have different expectations in relation to
particular sites with respect to how far they are
willing to walk to use a bin.8 These expectations
need to be considered by councils and event
organisers when determining the location of bins
in public places. At the same time, the public
need to be encouraged to take responsibility for
their litter. 

Other findings include:

• Cigarettes are the most littered item –
constituting 58% of all litter

• There is no such thing as a stereotypical litterer.
Young people, for example, litter no more than
people in older demographics when they are
not in groups 

• Men litter more than women – and women use
bins more than men

• Country people are more likely to litter than city
people

• Students are more likely to litter than other
people

• Older people litter more when alone. For every
other age group, researchers found people litter
less when alone.11

Less than one third of older people who were
observed littering admitted their behaviour when
questioned.

INDICATOR: Figure 1. Reasons for littering.

source: BIEC 2002 9
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distance at different site type.
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A Fresh Look At Victoria’s Litter

While the Disposal Behaviour Index (DBI) is a
comprehensive measure it is too costly to apply
on a broad statewide basis at this point in time.
As a consequence, Community Change has
developed a modified observational method for
EcoRecycle Victoria to provide information on
litter and littering which captures the importance
of the community and physical structures in
litter assessments.14

The new methodology was piloted in June and
July and measures visible litter and the context
or facilities of the site, and the attitudes and
disposal behaviour actions in public places. The
aim of the pilot survey was to establish a robust
and statistically valid litter monitoring protocol
for Victoria, which will provide data to measure
the impact of change in littering patterns and
behaviour and a reliable basis for comparison
across different locations.15

The new methodology will provide benchmark
data for 2003 (not available at publication of this
Bulletin) from which to measure progress
towards achieving the Towards Zero Waste
strategy targets.16

Material Mt Martha Rye Seaford St Kilda Williamstown Percent of 

type total litter

Cigarette
butts 3.9 10.7 14.3 12.9 29.9 54%
Plastic 3.9 4.8 5.7 7 9.2 23%
Paper 1.6 1.3 0.8 1.9 0.5 5%
Wood 0.7 0.3 0.8 1.6 1.2 3%
Metal 0.4 0.2 1 0.5 1.3 3%
Glass 0.2 1.6 0.1 0.4 4.1 5%
Misc. 0.5 0.5 0.3 0.7 0.2 2%
Rubber 0.3 0.7 1.1 0.5 1.2 3%
Organic 0.4 0 0.1 0.2 1.6 2%
Total 11.9 20.1 24.2 25.7 49.2 100%
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Beach Litter
Most of the litter in Port Phillip Bay is
transported there through the stormwater
system. Each year urban stormwater carries
about 230,000 cubic metres or two billion items
(one third cigarette butts) of litter to Port Phillip
Bay. This is equal to a two-storey pile of rubbish
covering the whole MCG playing surface.17 95%
comes from surburban streets and is generated
by construction projects, pedestrians and
motorists.18

Litter on the popular Port Phillip Bay beaches
was investigated in the summer of 2002-03 by
EPA Victoria for the fifth year in a row. Ten
surveys were conducted at 12 beaches: Eastern
Beach, Mordialloc, Mt Martha, Port Melbourne,
Queenscliff, Rye, Sandringham, Seaford,
Sorrento, St Kilda, Werribee and Williamstown.
Each survey included number, type and
composition of litter items at sites of 48m2.19 For
ease of comparison with previous data in
Bulletin 2 and 4, we only include data here for
five beaches. 
Average litter counts at the five selected beaches
during the five summers 1998-99 to 2003-03 is
shown in Graph 2. In the summer period of 
2001-02, litter counts were lower than they had
been in the previous three summers, except at
Williamstown. In 2002-03, litter counts were
higher than in 2001-02, but at all beaches the
counts were lower than in 2000-01 (reported in
Bulletin 4). The differences in the litter counts
between 2001-02 and 2002-03 are thought to be
due to weather differences rather than any
change in litter habits. The summer of 2001-02
was an unusually cool summer and had less
suitable beach days than the hotter summer of
2002-03.20

Over the five year litter sampling period, the
amount of litter on beaches shows a trend of
general improvement, which may reflect better
beach management practices. 
A breakdown of the litter at Melbourne beaches
in 2001-02 into material type is shown in Table 2.
Cigarette butts were the most littered item at all
beaches. Williamstown had on average more
litter items than the other beaches – which may
partially be due to proximity to the mouth of the
Yarra River. 
The average material type of litter at beaches
during the four summers 1998-99 to 2001-02 is
shown in Figure 2. Cigarette butts were found to
be the number one litter item on Port Phillip Bay
beaches, averaging 55% of the total litter
collected over four summers. Plastic was the
next most common litter item (20%), followed by
paper (11%) and wood (4%). 

Response
A Litter Reduction Strategy for Victoria launched
in 1995 sets out directions for the community,
industry, state and local government, and non-
government organisations to reduce litter. In
2003, EcoRecycle released the draft Towards
Zero Waste Strategy, which aims to improve
littering behaviour and reduse visible litter by
30% by 2013.21 The EPA Victoria is currently

INDICATOR: Graph 2. Litter counts at Melbourne beaches:
average number of items per site during the five summer periods:
1998-99 to 2002-03.

source: EPA Victoria12,13

source: EPA Victoria

INDICATOR: Table 2. Litter by material type at Melbourne
Beaches: average number of litter items per survey 2001-02.
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developing a Waste Management Policy for litter. 
The recent Environment Protection (Resource
Efficiency) Act 2002 strengthened the provisions
for littering by repealing the Litter Act 1987,
incorporating it into the Environment Protection
Act 1970 and doubling the fines for littering. The
fine for throwing litter from cars is $200, on-the-
spot fines begin at $100 and can be up to $6,000
if the matter goes to court.
The Victorian Litter Action Alliance (VLAA),
formed in 2000, appointed a litter champion in
April 2002 to develop a litter best-practice
prevention kit for Victoria to ensure that litter
management authorities, particularly local
government, have access to easy-to-implement,
effective programs. This has coordinated litter
prevention efforts across the state and prevents
organisations ‘reinventing the wheel’. For more
information contact www.litter.vic.gov.au
Litter Prevention Taskforces are established at
either municipal or regional level. These are
supported by EcoRecycle Victoria and the
network of Regional Education Officers in each
Regional Waste Management Group across 
the state. 

Cigarette Butts On-The-Spot In 
The City Of Melbourne
During 2002, the City of Melbourne formed the Tobacco

Waste Management Working Group to explore ways in

which Council could better address the increasing amount of

cigarette butts and associated tobacco waste that was

accumulating throughout the municipality.

Initially the group gathered information about global

research, statistics, the magnitude of the problem, other

programs and initiatives, the role of Eco-Recycle, the

Victorian Litter Action Alliance and the proposed

amendments to the Environment Protection Act.

As the group became more aware of the issues surrounding

tobacco waste management, a number of initiatives began

to emerge. A strategy highlighted the need for Council to

take the lead by setting an example to the rest of the

community. This included the installation of strategically

placed wall-mounted ashtrays and additional 80 litre on-

street rubbish bins for Council staff to use. This was

accompanied by an internal communications program

advising staff of the problem from an environmental

perspective and of the facilities provided for their use. 

Following the internal communications program, Council’s

Engineering Services Group, in cooperation with the waste

collection service provider and Council’s Community Liaison

Team, undertook an audit of the tobacco litter ‘hot spots’

throughout the municipality. The information gathered

enabled the strategic placement of an additional 100 Council-

funded wall-mounted ashtrays and twenty-eight 80L rubbish

bins, particularly throughout the CBD.

Once the infrastructure was in place, Council conducted an

education program to raise awareness of the issue. Fact

sheets were produced and released to coincide with ‘Clean

Up Australia Day’ in February and Council officers distributed

mock $100 fines to smokers in an on-street education

campaign. 

In addition, Council’s Health Services Branch compiled a

communication kit for distribution to all Melbourne eating

houses advising them of the changes to the Tobacco Act and

changes to the Environment Protection Act. Included in the

pack were fact sheets, stickers, decals and brochures.

Concurrently, Council’s Street Trading Team amended the

Kerbside Café Code so that all kerbside café operators will

be required to provide windproof ashtrays in future. Open-air

ashtrays will no longer be allowed. Council officers will

distribute the new kerbside café code to all operators and

explain, face-to-face, the new requirements. As an incentive,

all operators will be given a stylish, retro-style windproof

ashtray, as an example of the sort of product they will be

required to purchase. 

Council also addressed the issue during the 2002 review of

the local laws. An amendment was drafted and exhibited for

public comment that specifically requires all commercial

premises to provide sufficient tobacco waste containers for

all tobacco waste generated as a result of the use or

operation of the commercial premises. A letter was mailed

to all ratepayers and non-residential occupiers educating

them and advising them of the legislative requirements.

Despite Council’s extensive and long-term education

program, the amount of cigarette butts was still of concern

and consequently a high profile media and enforcement

program was launched in early June 2003. Essentially, the

community was notified that the ‘amnesty’ for smokers was

at an end and that enforcement of the new provisions under

the Environment Protection Act would commence. It would

appear that the combination of the high profile media

campaign, together with the prospect of a $100 or $200 on-

the-spot fine has struck a chord with smokers – the on-street

behaviour change was instant, and has largely remained.

The enforcement of the Environment Protection Act will

continue as part of the Community Liaison Team’s general

duties and hot spots will continue to be monitored. 

For more information contact City of Melbourne

www.melbourne.vic.gov.au

CASE STUDY
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What can you do to reduce littering?
Councils

Develop a detailed litter strategy and/or
stormwater management plan, which includes
community education and an investigation of
litter removal techniques and practices with
council.

Establish a Local Litter Prevention Task Force.

Consider financial incentives to encourage local
businesses to fit cigarette butt containers and
signage outside their premises for smokers;
use planning permit conditions to provide for
these in new developments.

Introduce local laws requiring wind-proof
ashtrays in outdoor dining areas of cafes,
restaurants and bars, and suitable containers at
other commercial places.

Locate recycling bins together with litter bins.

Promote community participation in litter
campaigns such as Clean Up Australia Day.

Make sure local events are ‘Waste Wise’; a
community program run by EcoRecycle
www.ecorecycle.vic.gov.au.

Individuals

Make sure your waste is put securely in your
bin or recycling container so that it does not
blow away and cannot be washed into the
stormwater system.

Pick up garbage instead of flushing it away;
sweep paved areas and pick up all the garbage,
rather than hosing it down gutters and drains;
rubbish washed down gutters can work its way
into Port Phillip Bay.

Report people who litter from cars on the EPA
Litter Report Line on 1800 352 555. You must
record details of the vehicle registration
number, make, model, colour and type of
vehicle as well as all details of the location
where the littering occurred including the
street, suburb, nearest cross street, time, date
and description of the person.

Become involved in litter reduction campaigns
in you area, such as Clean Up Australia Day,
local Litter Prevention Task Force, or litter
prevention activities run by community groups
such as ‘Landcare’ groups, ‘Friends’ groups,
Keep Australia Beautiful Victoria and life saving
clubs. Contact your Regional Education Officer
in your local Regional Waste Management
Group, your local council or EcoRecycle Victoria
for support and information. 

Take litter home with you to bin it or recycle it
securely.

Carry your own bags for shopping and picking
up dog poo.

Choose products with the least or no packaging.

Carry a personal ashtray for your cigarette
butts.

Secure your load if transporting waste
anywhere.

Put a ‘no junk mail’ sign on your mailbox, and if
your receive unsolicited advertising material
report it to the Distribution Standards Board on
1800 676 136.

Report abandoned shopping trolleys to
Abandoned Shopping Trolley Hotline on 
1800 245 022.

Kingston City Council 
Gross Pollutant Trap
Preventing litter entering stormwater reduces pollution in

our waterways and on our beaches. Kingston Council’s

Stormwater Quality Management Plan identified Mordialloc

Creek as a high priority. It also identified Mordialloc

Shopping Centre amongst the highest ranked risk to the

creek. Funding was received through the Victorian

Stormwater Action Program (VSAP) during 2001/02 to

reduce the amount of litter and other pollutants entering

Mordialloc Creek from Mordialloc Shopping Centre by a

combination of prevention measures and installation of a

GPT.

A Net Tech device was chosen and installed. The device is a

net attached to the end of a stormwater drainpipe and is

enclosed in a concrete box with steel bars at one end to

allow for water drainage. The top of the box is made of steel

mesh that allows the community to observe the trap, its

functioning and contents. An interpretation sign has also

been installed onsite.

Since installation in December 2001 the trap has stopped

almost 500kg of litter heading for the bay. This includes

almost two and a half thousand cigarette butts and 400

drink containers. To ensure complete monitoring of the trap

Council developed maintenance and sorting procedures, as

well as designing and building a drying rack for the contents

to be stored prior to sorting.

An education program targeted at shop operators and shop

patrons of Mordialloc Shopping Centre accompanied the

trap. The program was considered to have contributed to

improving shop operators and shop patrons understanding

of the role and function of the stormwater system. It also

increased shop operators understanding of the main litter

types, in particular shop operators now identify cigarette

butts as a type of litter.

Other VSAP funded initiatives coordinated by Kingston

Council include Water Sensitive Urban Design, an education

program aimed at small manufacturers and their customers,

and a pilot project to test a range of education and

enforcement resources to reduce stormwater contaminants

from building and construction sites.

For further information contact Kingston City Council

www.kingston.vic.gov.au or 8585 3353

CASE STUDY


